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Removing Disincentives:
State Regulatory Treatment
of Merger Savings
Success in achieving merger-enabled savings has the
potential to be a win-win situation for utility shareholders
and customers alike. But ratemaking policies that penalize
the combined utility by failing to provide a fair
opportunity to share in the benefits of a merger will create
perverse disincentives.
Kenneth Gordon and Wayne P. Olson
I. Introduction
Mergers in the fully regulated electric

utility industry have often been an

exercise in futility. Regulators often

seek a large percentage of the merger

benefits for customers, leaving little

incentive for companies to pursue

these economies.1

y repealing the Public Utility
B Holding Company Act of

1935 (PUHCA), the Energy Policy

Act of 2005 (EPAct 2005) removes

a major barrier to mergers in the

electric and gas utility industries.

While some commissions have

explicitly recognized the benefits

that can flow from a well-planned

merger, obstacles remain. State
evier Inc. All rights reserved., doi:/10.1016/j.
regulatory policies that pass

through to customers all of the

benefits of efficiency-enhancing

mergers—while at the same time

ignoring the recovery of merger

costs—are a substantial barrier to

further rationalization of the

U.S. utility industries in those

jurisdictions.

The principle that applies here is

clear: utilities will more comple-

tely pursue opportunities for

greater efficiency if they have a

meaningful opportunity to share

in the benefits of their efficiency-

enhancing actions. A primary

focus of the regulatory framework

must be to provide incentives
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for greater operational and orga-

nizational efficiency, high-quality

service to meet utility customers’

expectations, and investment in

infrastructure. These improve-

ments would, over time, allow

utility customers to benefit from

electric utilities’ more efficient

operation and organization

in ways that would not

otherwise occur.

T his brief article focuses on

the importance of removing

artificial disincentives to the pur-

suit of mergers. Utilities should be

encouraged to work to lower their

costs of providing electric and

gas services to their customers in

any and all available ways.

While mergers and acquisitions

provide a unique opportunity to

achieve economies of scale and

scope that benefit customers, the

calculation of merger benefits

should not be limited narrowly—

mergers will refresh a utility’s
Figure 1: Utility Shareholders Should Have th
Accomplish This
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management with new corporate

governance. The benefits of doing

so should be shared between

customers and the utility’s

shareholders.
II. Regulatory
Mechanisms

[I]n an environment of rising real

electricity prices, company managers

and regulators may eventually realize

that these economies of scale are ways

to hold down the rising real price of

electricity.2

Rate cases are again ‘‘looming

on the radar screen’’ for electric

and gas utilities.3 As they come

before the various commissions,

state ratemaking policies should

provide mechanisms to allow

utility shareholders to share in the

benefits of mergers, thereby

reducing disincentives for utilities

to pursue mergers.
e Opportunity to Share in the Benefits of a Mer
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T here are a number of

methods that state regulators

can use to accommodate sharing of

the benefits and costs of mergers.

As shown in Figure 1, the initial

question is whether the regulator

allows explicit recovery in rates of

the acquisition premium and out-

of-pocket costs. If not, then some

other regulatory mechanism to

accommodate sharing of the ben-

efits of a merger can be devised,

which can either be merger-spe-

cific or take the form of a nego-

tiated rate freeze or performance-

based ratemaking (PBR) plan.
A. Explicit recovery of

merger-related costs
Regulatory policies that

increase uncertainty about how a

utility recovers the costs asso-

ciated with particular efficiency-

enhancing actions will tend both

to lower and skew the utility’s
ger—And There Are a Number of Ways to
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Some states still do
not allow recovery of

the acquisition
premium and

out-of-pocket costs in
rates, even where it

can be shown that there
are net merger savings.
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incentive intensity. Incentive

intensity refers to the degree to

which a party can ‘‘reliably

appropriate the net receipts

(which could be negative) asso-

ciated with the party’s efforts and

decisions.’’4 Recovery of the

acquisition premium and out-of-

pocket costs in rates, where it is

clear that customers will still enjoy

net benefits, is a reasonable way to

prevent this from happening.

A s a check against the

possibility that the acqui-

sition premium will be somehow

‘‘inflated,’’5 state regulators may

require that merger costs will only

be recovered in rates to the extent

that merger benefits exceed

merger costs.6 This approach

requires that the utility show,

in its rate case filing, that there are

net merger savings. Thus, as part

of the first rate case following the

approval of a merger, the utility

could show that merger savings

have exceeded merger costs.7

Massachusetts and Nevada are

examples of states that allow the

explicit recovery of merger costs

in rates. In Massachusetts,8 the

Massachusetts Department of

Telecommunications and Energy

(DTE) found that ‘‘[r]ecovery of a

reasonable acquisition premium

should be considered a worth-

while initial investment in

obtaining greater efficiencies for

the future benefit of ratepayers.9

In one 1999 case dealing with the

quantification of net merger sav-

ings, the Department’s order

found that:

[E]ven without consideration of

merger-related savings that may

continue beyond the ten-year
ctober 2006, Vol. 19, Issue 8 1040-6190/$–se
savings time frame, the total costs

related to the merger of $486.7

million are still considerably less

than the merger-related savings of

$632.5 million. Accordingly, upon

this conclusive showing, the

Department finds that the merger

will produce significant benefits for

customers and, as discussed below,

will allow the merger-related costs

proposed by the Joint Petitioners to

be included in the cost of service of

any future rate proceeding.10

In a Nevada case, the Public

Utilities Commission found that:
The Commission believes the

record evidence supports NPC’s

[Nevada Power Company’s] claim

that merger savings exceed merger

costs in the test year and that total

merger savings exceed total mer-

ger costs. . . . The analysis supports

the conclusion that the merger

savings are at least $8.8 million.11

Some state regulators have used

‘‘ad hoc’’ or ‘‘inconsistent’’

approaches that allow partial

recovery of the acquisition

premium in rates, e.g., by allowing

a return of but not on the acquisi-

tion premium.12 The problem with

these approaches is that opportu-

nity costs are legitimate costs that

must be recovered. If that is not

recognized, the utility will not, in
e front matter # 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights r
fact, have a full opportunity to

recover fully the costs that were

prudently incurred to complete

the merger, resulting in a

disincentive to pursue mergers

in the future. With this approach

(and many other aspects of utility

ratemaking), the key question is

whether the ‘‘end result’’ of

the regulatory treatment of

merger-related costs is reasonable

for both customers and investors.
B. Sharing of net merger

benefits
Some states still do not allow

recovery of the acquisition

premium and out-of-pocket costs

in rates, even where it can be

shown that there are net merger

savings (or, at least, no net harm

to customers). In those states,

other ratemaking mechanisms

that share the net benefits of a

merger or acquisition between

customers and investors can be

used. Following a merger, atten-

tion to this issue in both basic

service rate cases and power cost

adjustment (PCA)/purchased gas

adjustment (PGA) proceedings is

needed in order to provide

balanced incentives to the

utility.
1. Measurement and sharing

of merger savings

Ways can readily be devised to

allow sharing of net merger

savings between customers

and shareholders. Potential

mechanisms include: (1) rate case

mechanisms, such as an adjust-

ment to the revenue requirement

to share merger savings or an
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Table 1: Examples of Regulatory Approaches that Allow Sharing of Net Merger
Benefits Between Customers and Shareholders

O

‘‘adder’’ to the allowed ROE; and

(2) adjustment of the rates set

in power cost adjustment or

purchased gas adjustment cases to

reflect sharing of merger-related

power procurement cost savings.

The exact form of the sharing

mechanism will vary depending

on regulatory preferences in a

particular jurisdiction and the

nature of the net merger savings

that are being shared. For example,

if the net savings have to do with

improved fuel procurement

capabilities subsequent to a

merger, the savings could be part

of a PCA or PGA mechanism.

Table 1 provides examples of

regulatory approaches that

allow sharing of merger

savings between customers and

shareholders.

R ealistic, objective, and

practical ways must be used

to determine real-world merger-

enabled savings and costs—so

that both utility customers and

shareholders are treated fairly

and so that a utility has incentives

to pursue all possible means of

improving its economic effi-

ciency. The most critical issue is

that a methodology for calculat-

ing merger-enabled savings

begins with a reasonable bench-

mark against which to measure

the utility’s actual performance. A

‘‘but-for’’ scenario (also known as

a ‘‘counterfactual’’ analysis)

compares the outcomes under the

merger with the results that

would otherwise have been

produced.

T he obvious difficulty with

any ‘‘but-for’’ analysis is

that it is difficult to know for sure
ctober 2006, Vol. 19, Issue 8 1040-6190/$–se
what would have happened if the

merger (or other action) had not

occurred. There is a real danger

that contrived analyses of merger

savings, based upon unreason-

able assumptions, could lead to

the over- or underestimation of

merger-enabled savings. In this

type of analysis, it is very

important to recognize what
e front matter # 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights r
would likely have been the case if

the merger had not been com-

pleted. More specifically, if an

‘‘old’’ management showed no

visible signs of intending, or being

able, to adopt more efficient

approaches, it is inappropriate for

regulators to assume a highly

efficient benchmark that ‘‘might

have been.’’
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Either rate freezes or
incentive ratemaking
approaches can work

well, allowing the
utility to share in
the benefits of its

efficiency-enhancing
actions.
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S peaking more broadly,

a new management usually

brings forth a new operating style

for a firm, which can result in a

wide range of operating changes.

The economic literature on

the ‘‘market for corporate

control’’13 suggests that where a

management team fails to realize

the full potential of a firm’s

resources and thereby fails to

generate sufficient value for

investors, a competing firm will

notice this poor performance and

if it feels it is positioned to do a

better job, it can displace the

firm’s previous management

via takeover. It does not matter

that some of these changes

theoretically could have

occurred absent the merger—

what matters is that the combined

entity achieves operating

efficiencies that, but for the

merger, would not likely have

been achieved.

An overly narrow

‘‘but-for-the-merger’’ standard

that takes away efficiency gains

merely because the former

separate utilities could somehow

have achieved them—even

though they did not in fact do

so—would fail to recognize the

important insights provided by

the economic literature on the

market for corporate control.

Mergers are an important means

of ensuring that a firm’s managers

pay attention to achieving every

possible economic efficiency

for their shareholders and

customers.

The focus should be on whether

the merger led to benefits, and not

whether those benefits could have
ctober 2006, Vol. 19, Issue 8 1040-6190/$–se
been achieved without a merger.

Through a merger, utilities can

engage in reciprocal adoption of

methods to achieve operating

efficiencies, which can minimize

the cost of providing utility ser-

vice, thereby enhancing consumer

welfare over time. An overly-

narrow perspective on what

would have happened but for the

merger would fail to identify the

full set of net benefits flowing

from a merger.
2. Incentive-based PBR plans

and rate freezes

Rate freezes have been used in

many of the utility merger

approvals of the past 10 years.

More complicated, incentive-

based ratemaking approaches

(such as price cap adjustment

plans) have been used somewhat

less frequently, but have the

potential to provide a more dur-

able ratemaking framework,

which can reduce uncertainly

about how ratemaking will be

done during the term of the plan.

While we do not examine these

approaches in detail here, PBR

can have an important,

conceptually separate,14 role to
e front matter # 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights r
play in reducing disincentives for

utilities to pursue mergers.15

Incentive ratemaking plans

are generally intended to

provide improved efficiency

incentives relative to traditional

rate-of-return ratemaking.16

They do so by providing effi-

ciency incentives that increase the

utility’s ability to appropriate the

benefits that derive from its

efforts to increase its efficiency

and, concurrently, decreases the

utility’s ability to pass cost

increases on to customers.

Customers can benefit in a

number of ways, such as greater

price stability and predictability

and reduced regulatory adminis-

tration costs.

Either rate freezes or incentive

ratemaking approaches can work

well (although we lean towards

the PBR approach, as it is likely to

prove more durable), allowing the

utility to share in the benefits of its

efficiency-enhancing actions dur-

ing the term of the plan. One

approach would be to set base

rates as if the merger had not been

completed—and then allow

sharing of earnings above and

below a target rate of return on

equity. For example, there could

be a 50/50 sharing of earnings at

least 200 basis points above or

below the allowed return on

equity.

M assachusetts has used

incentive ratemaking in

conjunction with mergers. Formal

incentive rate plans have been

successfully used to provide

efficiency incentives, better cost

control, lower rates, and the other

public policy goals.17
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III. Conclusion
The market for corporate

control is a process by which a

new management comes in and

does what the old management

did not do, perhaps by bringing to

the table resources that the old

management did not have access

to. To successfully achieve merger

savings, the new management

team that takes charge of an

acquired firm must generate
Success in achieving mer

ctober 2006, Vol. 19, Issue 8 1040-6190/$–se
maximal value for shareholders

by realizing operating efficiencies.

S uccess in achieving

merger-enabled savings has

the potential to be a win-win

situation for utility shareholders

and customers alike. But

ratemaking policies that penalize

the combined utility by failing to

provide a fair opportunity to share

in the benefits of a merger will

create perverse disincentives.

Mergers and acquisitions can
ger-enabled savings has the potential to be a w
shareholders and customers alike.

e front matter # 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights r
provide an effective way to reduce

costs borne by consumers, and

increase the value that they

receive, by achieving economies

of scale, scope, and learning.

Given the potentially significant

efficiency benefits that mergers

can provide, ensuring that the

combined utility’s shareholders

receive a share in the benefits

of the merger is more than

reasonable, it is an essential

regulatory tool.
in-win situation for
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Regulators that do not allow the

utility to share in the benefits of a

merger should not be surprised if

utilities lose interest in pursuing

mergers. This would be unfortu-

nate given that mergers can be a

uniquely effective way to achieve

economies of scale, scope, and

learning—and can, in turn,

reduce a utility’s need to file a rate

case.&
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